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Smart Play®: Cube 2-5 Designed to Develop Smart Toddlers and Preschoolers
New design joins Smart Play® line of compact, interactive playground structures
Delano, Minn. (Feb. 10, 2015) — Landscape Structures Inc., a Delano, Minn.-based commercial playground
equipment manufacturer, has introduced Smart Play®: Cube 2-5, a mid-century modern design for the
playground. While this play structure welcomes kids ages 2 to 5 for play, Landscape Structures recognized the
vast developmental differences between 2-year-olds and 5-year-olds. That’s why Smart Play: Cube 2-5 was
designed to specifically meet the developmental needs of 2- and 3-year-olds.
Years of observing toddlers and preschoolers at play led the Landscape Structures designers to
incorporate playground components that appeal to this developing age group—activities that move like steering
wheels, shape-and-fit games, and puzzles. Smart Play: Cube 2-5 delivers 14 interactive play activities, and each
one was purposefully created to help toddlers and preschoolers build their senses, motor and cognitive skills, and
encourage cooperation and imaginative play. From the Steel Drum and Magnet Stack to the Activity Table with
Bench and more, kids ages 2 to 5 at any developmental level will find activities that are sure to keep them
engaged and learning through play.
Smart Play: Cube 2-5 joins Smart Play: Motion 2-5, which was introduced in 2014, to make up the Smart
Play line of play structures. These compact playground designs are a great choice for preschools or childcare
centers that have limited outdoor space—the minimum area required for either design is less than 600 square feet.
And the affordable price of the play structures is sure to meet tight budget requirements.
Even more, the Smart Play structures not only provide smart design to help create smart kids, but they are
manufactured with a smart use of materials. The manufacturing of Smart Play: Cube 2-5 and Smart Play: Motion
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2-5, similar to the manufacturing process of all our playground products, is focused on efficient use of materials
to create minimal waste.
Watch Smart Play: Cube 2-5 in action and learn about the 14 interactive play events found throughout this
smart play structure at playlsi.com.

About Landscape Structures Inc.
Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading manufacturer of commercial playground equipment in
the world. The employee-owned company is committed to creating a better world by encouraging outdoor
activities that develop healthy kids, families and communities. Landscape Structures designs better playgrounds
that welcome all ages and abilities, become signature gathering spaces for communities and offer the most
innovative play experiences. The company’s mission from day one has been to enhance children’s lives by
fostering and creating inspiring play experiences while honoring the environment.
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